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Multivariate coherence decomposition: a simulation study Zhang Junpeng, student Member, IEEE, Yao Dezhong, Cui Yuan, and Yong Liujun 



Abstract—This paper presented a method, termed MVCCDFD (Multivariate coherence decomposition), for mapping coherent brain sources at given frequencies. By calculating averaged coherence over all pairs of channels, we can know at which frequencies there are strong coherence. And then, by utilizing MVCCDFD to corresponding frequencies we can get the 2D distributions of coherent sources at given frequencies. Computer Simulation shows that this method can identify the coherent brain sources at different frequencies.



I. INTRODUCTION



T



HE mechanism of functional interactions between different cortical areas of human brain is an important problem for the brain cognitive research and the neuroscience. Current techniques for localizing active cortical areas are fMRI, PET, and ECD (equivalent current dipole) modeling of MEG and EEG. Although fMRI and PET have high spatial resolutions, only an EEG/MEG analysis has enough timing precision to be able to observe the expected transient formation of neuronal assemblies.Current commonly applied methods to extract information on interactions between different brain regions from EEG/MEG rely on the analysis of raw sensors signals. Standard methods include Coherence analysis[1,2]and event-related synchronization/desynchronization[3]. In this paper we main discuss coherence analysis. Until now, coherence analysis have been constrained to the bivariate case, while the examination of empirical multivariate EEG recordings was accomplished by the simple repeated application of bivariate coherence analysis. For instance, Grasman et al.[4] tested for significant increases in the strength of coherence between lateral temporal located sensors. The scalp EEG recordings are obtained in a visual selective attention task. The result is displayed as colored lines between the sites in a schematic map of the scalp. This method gives detailed information on the topographic structure of interrelations, but it has at least two drawbacks: The visualization can get incomprehensible if a large number of lines has to drawn and this analysis in itself gives no information on a common integrating structure that may be present in the data. In this paper, motivated by Allefeld’s work[5], we further develop an method to multivariate coherence analysis that Manuscript received May 1, 2005. This work is supported by NSFC No.90208003 and the 973 project No.2003CB716106. Yao Dezhong is with Life school , the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, 610054, Chengdu China.(corresponding author phone/fax: 86-28-83201018; e-mail: [email protected]). Zhang Junpeng, Cui Yuan and Yong Liujun are with Department of Computer Science, Chengdu Medical College, Chengdu China, 610083(e-mail: [email protected])
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tries to combine the global with the topographically detailed perspective. II. METHODS The coherence of two series x and y is defined as



cohxy (Z )



| Pxy(Z ) | 2 Pxx(Z ) Pyy(Z )



(1)



Where Sxx(Ȧ) and Syy(Ȧ) are auto-power spectral densities(PSDs) of X and Y, respectively, and Sxy(Ȧ) is their cross-power spectrum. The coherence , in fact, is normalized cross-spectrum. Coherence is bounded between 0 and 1, where Coh(Ȧ) =1 indicates a perfect linear relation between x and y at frequency f. It is commonly taken as a measure that quantifies the functional coupling between cortical areas based on signals from sensors covering different brain areas. Suppose there are N signals (such as scalp EEG recordings) and unknown relations between any two of them. In order to discern the strength of coherence between them, we calculate the coherence matrix as [Cohij] i,j=1,2, 3,…, N. The coherence is a coefficient correlation (squared) expressed as a function ofȦ. In our previous work , we present a methods, termed as MVCCD(MultiVariate Coefficient Correlations Decompositions)[6], to mapping correlated brain activities in time domain, whose principle is that by decomposing the cc matrix obtained by calculating the Coefficient Correlations between any two channels of EEG recordings into individual correlation index and then. Since the coherence is a coefficient correlation(squared), we can extend MVCCD into frequency domain and name it as MVCCDFD. III. SIMULATIONS A .simulation specification The head is modeled as a 4 concentric sphere model in this model, the radii of the 4 spherical surfaces of brain, SCF, skull and scalp is 7.9cm, 8.1cm, 8.5cm and 8.8cm, respectively. And the conductivities are 0.461 A (V m)-1, 1.39 A (V m)-1, 0.0058 A (V m)-1 and 0.461 A (V m)-1, respectively. Suppose that there are three radial dipoles (Q =3) in the volume conductor model, the locations of which in Cartesian coordinates are respectively (x, y, z) =˄0.0688, -0. 2116, 0. 9749˅φ6.5cm, (-0.1341, 0.4126, 0.9010)φ6.5cm, ˄ -0.4126 ˈ -0.1341 ˈ 0.9010 ˅ φ 6.5cm. The simulated waveform of the first dipole S1 is a sinusoidal oscillation at frequency of 10Hz, the second at frequency of 20Hz, and the third are composed of the sum of S1 and S2. The simulated scalp EEG recordings are obtained by forward problem algorithm and 5% gauss noise is added to simulate real scalp



Fig. 1. The average coherence spectrum. The axis X is frequency(Hz) and the Y averaged coherence over 2/(N(N-1)) pairs of electrodes. N equals the the number of the channels.



f= 20Hz



Fig. 2. The left show the 2D distribution of the 3 radial dipoles. The middle is obtained by MVCCDFD at about 10Hz and the right at about 20Hz. It is obvious that the MVCCDFD is able to identify where the sources are and which frequency band the sources at.



EEG. We expect, by MVCCDFD, to map their spatial distribution and to identify which frequency band they are at, respectively. B. simulation result Let Xij denote the simulated EEG recordings measured at the ith channel at time j, and then, the coefficient correlation between channel i and channel j is expressed as



Ri j (W )



N 1 xi (t ) x j (t  W ) ¦ N  t 1 t 1



(1)



and coherence between I and I is the Fourier transform of Rij (3) cohij (Z ) FFT [ Rij (W )] the averaged coherence between all pairs of the channels can be obtained by equation (4) coh
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From the fig. 1. , we can conclude that , in the mean sense, there are strong coherence at 10Hz and 20Hz. So, we implement MVCCDFD at those two frequencies. The simulation result is depicted as fig.2. The middle and the right show that this method can identify coherent brain sources at given frequency. IV.



CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION



We present a method, MVCCD, for imaging the 2D spatial distribution of the coherent brain sources at given frequency or frequency band. It is especially suited for analyzing synchrony components in continuously recorded electromagnetic signals when the subject is in relatively steady mental states. We have used a two step procedure, first, the coherence matrix is obtained. Secondly, we decompose the matrix and then image the results on the scalp. From the simulation, we can conclude that MVCCDFD can identify the locations of the brain sources and which frequency band the sources are in,



respectively. The next step of our work is to use this method to analyze spontaneous EEG or ERP. It may image the alpha rhythm. The presented method is expected to give significant results in further EEG studies in the field of cognitive sciences, obtain additional information on brain dynamics in a topographically, temporally, and frequency-specific way, as well as other fields concerned with multivariate oscillation processes. REFERENCES [1] [2] [3] [4]
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By calculating averaged coherence over all pairs of channels, we can know at which frequencies there are strong coherence. And then, by utilizing. MVCCDFD to corresponding frequencies we can get the 2D distributions of coherent sources at given frequencies. Computer Simulation shows that this method can identify the. 
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